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Abstract 

The United States is becoming increasingly polarized, in terms of both partisanship and 

ideological alignment. This study seeks to examine the factors behind this growth and understand 

the most important elements. Through four surveys distributed at a medium sized suburban high 

school in southern California, data was collected on self-reported ideology, partisan alignment 

and strength of alignment, news media viewership, reaction to biased media based on control 

data, and interest in politics. In order to illustrate bias, all four surveys asked questions about Net 

Neutrality, but only three gave the participant information about the topic. Each of these three 

had a different bias, presenting the leading opinion of liberal and conservative ideologies, with 

another providing both sides to the participant. The rest of the data was collected through the 

same self-report methods on each of the four surveys. By investigating the relationships between 

partisan-ideological sorting, selective exposure, and exposure to media bias, this study endeavors 

to illustrate the connections making them so impactful to the beliefs of individuals, and how the 

combination of these influences polarization in the United States today.  
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Most Americans are aware the United States government operates in a two-party system. 

Separate from these political parties are ideologies which shape our legislation and communities, 

regardless of party affiliation. These are measured along a continuous scale moving from the 

political left, known as a liberal ideology, to the political right, known as a conservative 

ideology. The spectrum between these two endpoints averages out to what is considered a 

moderate political view. Political polarization, the divergence of political attitudes to these 

ideological extremes, is becoming noticeably more prevalent in America today. More people 

strongly identify with a specific party and a corresponding ideological identity than in the recent 

past (Davis, Dunaway 2016). This phenomenon is known as partisan-ideological sorting, and 

results in a very tense, antagonistic political atmosphere not conducive to productive discussion, 

whether amongst congressmen or everyday citizens. To date, the country has become more 

divided along party lines and ideological groups, encouraging further separation and resulting in 

parties unwilling to cooperate, not only in legislation, but in even the smallest of tasks or 

decisions (Chambers, Baron, Inman 2006).  

Within the public majority of the country, many media sources have begun to embrace 

differing partisan biases that encourage citizens to become more polarized themselves 

(Levendusky 2013; Mummolo 2016), creating discord amongst individuals tending towards 

opposite parties. Like the audience they communicate with, different media outlets also fall 

somewhere on the spectrum between liberal and conservative. Individuals that watch the news 

are more likely to select a media outlet reflecting their own opinions more closely than other 

sources (Davis, Dunaway 2016; Mummolo 2016). This action of selectively exposing oneself to 
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biased media can often result in a more narrow scope with which to view current events and 

topics, as opinions are filtered through the lens of a given outlet before reaching the audience. 

Defining precisely how news media creates less informed populations will assist in 

analyzing different degrees of misinformation and connections to media interacted with and 

viewed in a given time frame. It is necessary to understand the extent to which partisan biased 

media may exacerbate polarization effects to make changes to effectively reduce their 

ideological impact. 

Literature Review 

Academic literature preceding this study was identified primarily through the 

EBSCOHost database, but the Directory of Open Access Journals, Mendeley Database, and 

Berkeley Library Database were also utilized. Some items of scholarship were recommended by 

professionals and and were directly accessed via the Internet. Search terms most commonly used 

to find influential research were “political polarization,” “media bias,” “selective exposure,” and 

“partisan-ideological sorting,” or some close approximation.  

In 2016, Nicholas Davis and Johanna Dunaway of Texas A&M University examined the 

relationship between media fragmentation, partisan-ideological sorting, and political polarization 

as well as political interest in individuals, through merging national and subnational contextual 

data with three decades of public opinion surveys. The paper discusses how sorting is impacted 

by media with which viewers interact, showing positive correlation between more biased media 

and more sorted viewership. This work synthesized previous research and worked with new data 

to provide a comprehensive overview of the correlation between the phenomena. This study also 

discusses the relationship between selective exposure along party lines and how this contributes 
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to partisan and ideological sorting within the American public in the modern age. Based on the 

conclusions from this study, the surveys in this project focused on how each individual received 

their news information to examine the extent to which it shaped their beliefs. 

 Though not the main focus of the article, partisan selective exposure is shown to appear 

most prevalent amongst polarized individuals and has an impact upon the information to which 

they are exposed in “News from the Other Side: How Topic Relevance Limits the Prevalence of 

Partisan Selective Exposure” (Mummolo 2016). The article, published by Princeton University, 

explains how tendencies to engage in selective exposure are overridden by the relevance of the 

topic of a given source to an individual. Topic relevance becomes somewhat of a mediator in 

many cases, in that polarized individuals are exposed to differently biased media and develop 

more moderated opinions themselves. This is supported in Jeffrey Conroy-Krutz and Devra 

Moehler’s study (2015), which examines the impact of partisan information on individuals using 

public transport in Ghana. They found when exposed to media containing ideas that challenged 

preconceived notions of individuals, these individuals experienced a moderating influence 

diminishing polarization within the listener. This highlights the importance of exposure to media 

challenging the individual’s ideas, as it works against the polarization populations undergo when 

engaging in selective exposure. 

“(Mis)perceptions of Partisan Polarization in the American Public,” authored by 

researchers Matthew Levendusky and Neil Malhotra in 2016, addresses how individuals perceive 

others in relation to their personal level of political polarization, as well as how each collective 

party perceives the “opposite” party in a similar fashion. The results of the study demonstrated 

an increased sense of political polarization when individuals aligned with one party evaluate 
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another individual subscribing to the “opposite” party. Despite the observed tendency for 

individuals to incorrectly overestimate how polarized the country or the “opposite” party is, this 

miscalculation impacts the way perceptions of news information forms, as well as distinct 

responses to partisan debates. As individuals perceived as more radical are less socially 

acceptable, participants in discussion will not readily consider an opposing argument from 

someone with “extreme” opinions. 

These extrapolations can be detrimental not only in discussion, but additionally during 

research itself. Social desirability bias, the inclination to align more soundly with social 

preferences or norms, in survey responders can alter the findings of studies. Samara Klar and 

Yanna Krupnikov collaborated in 2013 to create “Social Desirability Bias in Measures of 

Partisanship,” a research paper describing how people prefer to be seen as more moderate as 

opposed to more radical, which can alter responses and result in incorrect findings. The paper 

discusses methods to circumvent these issues, most prominently by using different scale anchors 

in surveys. “Extremism in survey measures of ideology” by Jordan and Ferguson (2016) supports 

these claims, indicating specifically how extremism is exacerbated or diminished depending on 

the wording within survey questions, once again altering results in ways more beneficial to the 

research. 

New Direction 

This study aims to illustrate the connection between partisan selective exposure and news 

media bias, and a greater tendency towards misinformation or misunderstanding of factual events 

within individuals. There exists an abundance of established scholarship on the subjects of 

political polarization, media bias, and partisan selective exposure. What these sources frequently 
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fail to examine is the relationship between not just one to two of these, but all of the influences 

together, in order to provide a more complete understanding of the full impact of media bias. 

Much of the issue with partisan media bias is not bias itself, but rather individuals’ 

selective exposure online. When using the Internet, it is much easier to select into or out of 

viewing media the viewer aligns with ideologically, or that challenges their opinions, as this 

media is frequently hidden past links until selected. While the use of the Internet has been shown 

in the past to lead to diversification and moderation of opinion (Guess et al. 2016), algorithms on 

websites, search engines, and social media ultimately aim to show users more of what they like 

to see, leading to greater levels of passive selective exposure. Though the same study by Guess et 

al. also showed online echo chambers are much rarer than previously thought, the ideologies of 

an individual are still subject to reinforcement when interacting on the Internet as a result of 

exposure to peer influences.  

But when individuals are presented with information about a given topic before being 

asked to state their opinions concerning it, how is their response changed? This study intends to 

show whether the change in opinion is significant enough to constitute a claim that provided 

information impacts the ideologies of viewers. By engaging in selective exposure and consuming 

mainly biased media, individuals cannot develop an informed opinion as a result of lack of 

reliable information. The amount of knowledge an individual has may be great, but if the breadth 

of sources is low, it can be assumed their opinions lack true depth and understanding.  

Methods 

Participant Inclusion and Exclusion 
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Upperclassmen English courses were selected for distribution of surveys to ensure ease of 

data collection, as well as older students being more likely to have more concrete political 

opinions than their younger counterparts. The participants in this study were enrolled students at 

a mid-sized suburban high school at the time of collection, taking either English Literature and 

Composition CP or AP, or English Language and Composition CP or AP. Students were 

excluded from the study population if they were an underclassmen (freshman or sophomore) 

since there is no AP English option. Students were also excluded from the group if they were 

taking upperclassmen level English in a nontraditional manner, such as online hybrid courses.  

Recruitment or participants was contingent upon the approval of a given teacher. If a 

teacher did not wish to allow their class or classes to participate, those students were also 

excluded from the study group. Teachers were selected based on whether or not they taught an 

English course fitting the parameters described previously. Individual teachers were asked if they 

would be willing to set aside class time for their students to complete the survey, which would 

result in the highest number of responses. If they were unable or unwilling to do this, the survey 

link was released to the students for them to complete on their own time. 

Even if an individual was within the parameters for inclusion, they were not permitted to 

take any survey should they fail to complete and return their parental consent form within the 

time period allotted to them. Before taking a survey, students needed to return a consent form 

signed by their parent, indicating they were aware of the content of the survey and what the 

collected data would be used for.  

The number of individuals surveyed for this study was anticipated to vary based on 

approval and individual participation considering the large possible subject pool. The original 
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estimate for total participants was between one hundred and two hundred participants, with the 

intention of allowing clear connections to be observed between subject ideology and partisan 

influence. The final amount of participants was 105 students. 

Survey Design 

Using a random assignment function in a spreadsheet, one of the four surveys was 

designated for each class or class period. In this way an equal or nearly equal amount of students 

should have responded to each survey, resulting in clear equal data sets. In actuality, once the 

surveys were distributed through the teachers, varying amounts of students ended up taking 

them. Three of the surveys received between 23 and 24 responses, an ideally similar amount, 

while another accumulated 35. This slightly unbalanced the data, but did not have significant 

impact upon findings. Of these four, the control survey gives data from a sample of the 

population responding to the questions on the form without any present influence - just their own 

opinion and preconceived ideas on the topic discussed. The liberal and conservative biased 

surveys provide information supporting a common opinion of individuals who align with each 

respective ideology, in order to show correlation between biased information and response 

changes. The moderate survey does the same, but provides perspective on both sides, allowing 

for the most evenly informed responses from the surveys. For these surveys, the topic of Net 

Neutrality was selected as the information presented to the participants. At the time of 

distribution, it was a relatively newer issue and had clearly defined ideological boundaries on 

opinion. This made it an ideal subject to use in order to study impact of bias upon the students’ 

beliefs. 

Results and Discussion 
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Partisan-Ideological Sorting by Survey 

One of the assumptions integral to this study is the existence of partisan-ideological 

sorting amongst respondents. All information used in this section was obtained prior to 

participants’ exposure to any statements the surveys may have contained regarding opinions on 

Net Neutrality. As a result these responses are unaltered by any differences amongst the surveys 

and are merely a reflection on those within each subject pool.  

The blue bar on the top side of the graphs below shows the self reported strength of an 

individual’s alignment to their favored party, the names of which are displayed on the y-axis. In 

Figures 1 through 4 strength is shown along the x-axis and ranked on a scale from one to seven, 

one being “not at all strongly” aligning and seven being “very strongly” aligning. The gray bar 

on the bottom side shows the reported political ideology of the responder, on a scale from one to 

seven with seven being “very conservative” and one “very liberal.”  

 

 

Figure 1 Figure 2 
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Figure 3 Figure 4 

As illustrated in the figures, generally the strength of an individual’s party alignment 

mirrors their ideological alignment as well - not perfectly, but within a near range. Interestingly, 

those stating their party as Democratic tend to be strongly liberal, similar to how Republicans are 

shown to be very strongly conservative, but Democrats show a weaker connection to their party 

than Republicans or other majority conservative parties. 

Partisan-Ideological Sorting by Party 

While the previous figures display sorting within each survey, a broader look at the 

population as a whole is somewhat more understandable. By taking Figures 1 through 4 and 

sorting their combined data by individual party, then adding in corresponding responses for 

ideological alignment, Figures 5 through 8 more precisely demonstrate corresponding ideology 

and partisan selection. Participants aligning with a party with less than ten total responses were 

excluded from these graphs. 
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Figure 5 Figure 6 

 

Figure 7 Figure 8 

Average ideology along the one to seven scale ranks differently for each party - 

corresponding as expected along the premise of sorting. For each, the averages were as follows: 

Democrats, 2.5; Republicans, 6.5; Libertarians, 4.82; None, 2.5. Democrats appear to 

consistently have more centrist tendencies than their considered opposite party, Republicans, 

who here show an average ideology just a half point from one of the extremes. This may be 

attributed somewhat to the lesser strength of alignment shown by Democrats in Figures 1 

through 5, with just an average strength of 4, indicating relative neutrality, in contrast to the 

strong partisan identity Republicans report with another average of 6.5. 

Political Interest Level and Ideology 
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An interesting trend occurs when ideology is set next to political interest. The following 

graph is an amalgamation of all of the data collected in this project. In gray is political ideology, 

on the same one to seven scale, with four being the value representing neutrality. The blue shows 

each responder’s interest in political events or information, corresponding to the response in 

gray. 

 

Figure 9 

It is apparent in Figure 9 that as political ideology reaches nearer to each pole, political 

interest tends to peak. Values graphed corresponding to the ideological rating of four have a 

mostly low or medium interest. These findings fit with the idea that the more polarized an 

individual is, the greater the interest they have in politics - people identifying more strongly one 

way or another care more. 
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Shifts in Opinion Based on Bias 

The main focus is the impact of additional information upon previously formed opinions 

about a given topic. In the surveys utilized, participants were asked about their political leanings 

and rated themselves on a scale of one to seven, one being very liberal and seven being very 

conservative. Later in the survey, the respondents were asked questions about Net Neutrality in 

America - their general opinion of the concept, the arguments for and against its removal or 

changing, and their feelings about proposed changes to Net Neutrality. The participant’s general 

feeling on the subject, as well as feelings about possible changes, were scaled from one to seven, 

one being very positively and seven very negatively for both questions. Below, the participant’s 

ranked ideology, general sentiment towards Net Neutrality, and feeling towards changes in the 

control survey are graphed. 
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Figure 10 

Generally the trend within the control data is that as a person’s opinion of Net Neutrality 

moves one way or another from the neutral selection of four, their opinion of proposed changes 

moves similarly in the opposite direction. Figure 10 illustrates a general decline in negative 

feeling towards changes in current Net Neutrality legislation as the graph moves towards the 

right, and a general incline in the same when describing overall Net Neutrality opinion. It is 

apparent that as negative sentiment towards Net Neutrality spikes, the same relative increase 

occasionally occurs within the data notating opinion of proposed changes. These increases seem 

somewhat at odds with each other, but can perhaps be explained by a respondent’s interpretation 

of each question, which may vary depending on each individual’s preconceived notions 

surrounding the topic as well as consumed media. The control data neatly confirm one of the 

primary assumptions of the study and surveys; generally people identifying more strongly as 

conservative have less positive feelings towards current Net Neutrality and desire more change 

to its laws and guidelines, and the opposite being true of those identifying as liberal. 
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Figure 11 

The second survey was the “Conservative” survey, containing a short sentence relating 

information about Net Neutrality with the emphasis being that changing current status would be 

beneficial. Participants were asked to rate their ideological identification prior to reading the 

conservatively biased statement, so there was no impact on individual ideology self-scoring. The 

small gap on the right side of the survey is where a respondent failed to report an opinion of Net 

Neutrality changes. In this survey, the average opinion concerning changes being made to Net 

Neutrality was more positive than the control by 0.03 points, and the average general opinion of 

Net Neutrality was significantly more positive, by a margin of 1.5 points. With a high opinion of 

Net Neutrality to begin with, as well as a more liberal subject pool by 0.79, there is less 

observable change from baseline fitting the original hypothesis.  
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“Backlash” theory supposes beliefs are reinforced when individuals face 

counter-attitudinal information, which would fit the circumstances of this survey; however, 

according to a study by Guess and Coppock (2016), this effect is rare an unlikely to occur even 

in favorable scenarios. While in the raw data, this appears contrary to the hypothesis that the 

biased information would have an impact upon the opinions of participants, along the graph you 

can see a greater downward, and therefore positive, trend in the opinion of change and a general 

incline in general opinion, mirroring the control data to an extent. This issue here is that this 

survey’s respondents were more liberal than the control by 0.8, unbalancing the data to an extent. 

From this, the data imply a change did occur in opinion, as demonstrated by the graph, but it is 

not visible as a result of the differences in numerical values forming the “Opinion of Changes” 

average. 
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Figure 12 

In the third survey, the statement preceding the set of questions concerning Net Neutrality 

represented both of the common arguments made by each side of the political spectrum. Even as 

the graph continues to the right, signifying movement towards a more conservative ideology, 

both the feelings towards Net Neutrality in general and changes being made to it spike to 

extremes consistently, reflecting a more divided response pool. While the data attributed to 

general feeling spikes from pole to pole, the data referencing changes to Net Neutrality never 

dips below the neutral value of four. The latter data jumps from the control by 0.74, following a 

more liberally slanted stance, especially interesting since the average ideology for this survey 

was 0.2 points more conservative than the control. The general Net Neutrality sentiment differs 
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from the control by just 0.02, showing a survey pool less swayed than even the previously noted 

conservative survey. The relationship here seems that when presented with balanced information, 

the participants elected to stand by their original assessment of Net Neutrality in general, but 

decided the cons of changing Net Neutrality laws outweighed the positive possibilities. This is a 

perfect example of an informed decision being made concerning the participants’ ideas - based 

on balanced information, rather than the bias explored previously and in the next survey.  

 

Figure 13 

In the fourth and final survey, the brief statement before the questions on Net Neutrality 

was biased using the prevailing liberal arguments. Similar to the moderate survey, responses 

from left to right spike dramatically in terms of feeling towards Net Neutrality. Feelings towards 

changes vary, but rise from baseline by 0.77 points, even more so than the moderate survey. The 

average reported ideology here was 0.5 points more conservative than the control - a large leap, 
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especially given the liberally aligned opinion of changes being made to Net Neutrality. General 

sentiment is altered from the control by just 0.07 points, once again showing a scant difference in 

overall attitude.  

Based on the data, it can be concluded the biased information presented to the participant 

before answering the pertinent questions had a significant impact upon the opinions of the 

responders regarding alterations to current Net Neutrality legislation. Most responders kept their 

general opinion of Net Neutrality the same, but their ideas surrounding changes to the current 

laws altered based on the information provided - with the exception of the conservatively biased 

survey. 

News Source Selection by Party 

In an earlier portion of each survey, participants were asked to report what news media 

they interacted with regularly. Separate questions regarding televised news, news sites, and 

social media accounts were asked throughout the first section, but here the focus is on primarily 

news websites, since the question concerning online media had the highest consistent response 

rate. All four surveys aggregated together were then again separated by reported party. While 

several political parties made an appearance in the data aside from the main responses of 

“Democratic Party,” “Republican Party,” “Libertarian Party,” and “None,” all had less than 10 

responses each and so were grouped under the “Other” party group. If a student entered a source 

exclusively accessed through television or social media, it was grouped under the “other” section 

within each party’s data.  
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Figure 14 

As is evident in the chart above, for those reporting an alignment with the Democratic 

Party, the New York Times, CNN, and “None” (indicating a participant consumes no media 

source regularly) have the highest amount of responses. The majority of outlets here are 

considered centrist, liberal leaning, or strongly liberal sources, with a few exceptions such as The 

Hill and FOX News, which tend to skew conservative or expressly promote conservative bias. 

Democrats also have the second lowest reported interest in politics, behind those aligning with 

no party, at an average of 4.11 points (one being not at all interested, and seven being very 

interested). This neutrality fits with the somewhat less polarized ideology reported by this party 

in comparison to the other groups, with an average of 2.5 along the one to seven scale.  
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The next largest group of respondents were those stating they aligned with the 

Republican Party. Differences between the chart below and the one previous are immediately 

visible - FOX News takes the first spot in terms of viewership, and a greater number of “Other” 

outlets are reported, indicating less mainstream viewing, mainstream in this case indicating less 

popular sources outside of conventional, established journalistic outlets. However, CNN and the 

New York Times remain high in numbers, and the other listed sources maintain a similar spread 

to those reported by Democrats. 

 

 

Figure 15 

Republicans participants appear to have a somewhat broader viewership than Democrats, 

if only in that they report regularly viewing more small news outlets and independent sites. There 
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is a greater balance between conservatively skewed media and liberally skewed media, with the 

addition of several non-mainstream sources into the mix. Republicans remain below Libertarians 

in terms of both breadth and partisan balance, as do Democrats, but are a nearer approach all the 

same.  

 

 

 

Figure 16 

Despite having only the fourth largest amount of participants, the Libertarian aligning 

group has the greatest reported breadth of viewership. FOX News and the New York Times 

remain at the top of the pool, while CNN falls down to just over 4% of participants having 

reported engagement. Expressly conservative outlets, such as InfoWars and BreitBart show up in 
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the data, alongside the more liberal leaning Huffington Post and The Guardian. Not only is the 

amount of sources the greatest, but the breadth along the political spectrum is the widest. This is 

especially interesting, since there are less reported Libertarians than any group besides those in 

the “Other” category, yet they remain far ahead of their nearest competitor, once again the 

“Other” group, in terms of reported interest by an average of .52 points. More of the less 

mainstream sources make an appearance than in the other groups as well - the increase in 

interest, along with the strong partisan alignment (5.3 on the one to seven scale) and the rise in 

non-mainstream outlets forms a strong foundation for the claim that Libertarians seek out media 

supporting their ideas more consistently, reinforcing their beliefs and uniting their ideas as a 

group. 

 

Figure 17 
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Individuals identifying with no party had the third largest response group of this section. 

CNN holds its location in first place, with the New York Times falling somewhat further behind 

while staying in the top five. FOX News, while generally more popular, has just one participant 

reporting regular viewing, while ABC News rose from its position in the middle to second. Aside 

from the singular mention of FOX News, the outlets are all centrist, liberal leaning, or expressly 

liberal sources, indicating a stronger alignment towards a somewhat left of center ideology. Party 

groups reporting a greater interest in politics tend to have a greater amount of sources identified 

to have more bias, but as those falling into the “No Party” category only report an average 

interest of 3, it makes logical sense that their reported outlets would also be more centrist. This 

group also has the same ideological average as Democrats reported, at 2.5, indicating further 

similarities between the two. Democrats have the second lowest reported interest in politics, as 

well as a partisan strength of neutral 4. With their low partisan alignment, it fits with the ideas 

discussed with Figure 16 - less partisan strength coupled with low interest results in less selective 

exposure, fitting ideological trends within the party group. 

Conclusions 

Limitations 

It is imperative to make clear the limitations of the research described. A main point of 

difficulty was the surveys themselves; some questions could have been described more clearly, 

and properly isolating responses by not allowing participants to “select those that apply” but 

instead giving definitive answers to each question would have further enhanced the results. In the 

earlier phases of research, questions about outside influences were deemed necessary, but as the 

project evolved it became apparent they were no longer of importance. While they certainly 
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helped to give a better understanding of the data for the researcher, those questions played little 

part in the project and could have been discarded.  

Within the surveys, the media bias section in the conservatively biased survey had less 

information than the other two surveys including extra statements; with an expanded description 

of prevailing conservative perspectives, a greater change in the data from the control population 

may have been observed. Combined with this would be small sample size due to restrictions in 

distribution. A larger size, added with a more diverse regional population, would allow greater 

strength and validity of claims based on the data. 

Finally, in the section requesting information about news outlets participants engaged 

with, an uneven spread of sources was displayed for the reader. The surveys showed the top 

thirteen news outlets by viewership, plus an option to enter an unlisted source, but these were 

uneven in that they leaned more centrist to liberal and there was little conservative 

representation. As a result, the data likely became skewed in terms of viewership, though a 

number of responders utilized the “other” option and input one or more unlisted outlets. 

Implications 

From this study, it is evident that partisan media bias has a direct, measurable impact 

upon the opinions of viewers. Despite pre-existing opinions, participants in each survey deviated 

from the control average once they read a biased statement. While the conservatively biased 

survey showed a reverse change from what was expected, it along with the liberally and 

moderately biased surveys showed people keeping their original opinion of Net Neutrality, but 

shifting their ideas in response to the information they were presented with. Partisan-ideological 

alignment was demonstrably present within the subject population, as displayed in Figures 5 
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through 8. Along with this, the more invested an individual is in politics, the more likely they are 

to tend towards extremes at either end of the ideological spectrum, playing into polarization as 

well as partisan selective exposure.  

As strong ideology combines with high interest, most apparent in Libertarians, a rise in 

viewing of biased media (Figure 16) occurs. When additionally combined with strong partisan 

alignment, increased ideological unity within the group encourages selective exposure to outlets 

that support their opinions, further exacerbating the effects of bias and promoting even more 

narrow viewing. As demonstrated through the findings of this study, all of these factors together 

result in skewed opinions made without the perspective necessary for informed ideas. 

Future Directions 

While this study accomplished its goal of observing opinion changes and synthesizing 

that data with related phenomena, other studies may be able to explore other areas with an 

altered focus or method. A similar study, replicated over a larger geographical area and subject 

population, could more definitively prove the trends detected in the data amassed from this 

research.  

In addition, small studies conducted on a focused group - with geographic location, 

gender, race, or religious affiliation as the condition for inclusion, could provide interesting 

results concerning the impact of bias on different population subsets. Differences between 

groups and responders as a whole could be more closely examined to determine the source of 

disparity between trends.  
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Appendix A 

On scaled questions, in order to indicate that you feel neutrally towards the subject, please select 

the center of the scale. 

 

What televised news channels, if any, do you watch regularly? If none of these, specify in the 

"other" option. 

CNN 

FOX News 

BBC 

NBC 

MSNBC 

(Other) 

 

What news sites, if any, do you view regularly? If none of these, specify in the "other" option. 

CNN 

FOX News 

Huffington Post 

Washington Post 

Yahoo! News 

Google News 

New York Times 

NBC News 
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LA Times 

BBC 

ABC News 

USA Today 

The Guardian 

(Other) 

 

Do you follow any particular news accounts, groups, or threads on social media sites and apps? 

If so, please list them. 

(Short Answer Text) 

 

How interested are you in political events? 

Not at all interested  [1]  [2]  [3]  [4]  [5]  [6]  [7]  Very Interested 

 

Do your parent's/guardian's opinions tend to align with that of liberal, moderate, or conservative 

ideas? 

Very Liberal  [1]  [2]  [3]  [4]  [5]  [6]  [7]  Very Conservative  

 

Do your sibling's opinions tend to align with that of liberal, moderate, or conservative ideas? 

Very Liberal  [1]  [2]  [3]  [4]  [5]  [6]  [7]  Very Conservative  
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Do your close friend's opinions tend to align with that of liberal, moderate, or conservative 

ideas? 

Very Liberal  [1]  [2]  [3]  [4]  [5]  [6]  [7]  Very Conservative  

 

How important are the opinions of your classmates and peers to you? 

Not at all important  [1]  [2]  [3]  [4]  [5]  [6]  [7]  Very important 

 

Do your beliefs tend to align with a specific political party? 

Republican Party 

Democratic Party 

Libertarian Party 

Green Party 

(Other) 

 

How strongly do you align yourself with the above party? 

Not at all strongly  [1]  [2]  [3]  [4]  [5]  [6]  [7]  Very strongly 

 

Do your opinions tend to align with that of liberal, moderate, or conservative ideas? 

Very Liberal  [1]  [2]  [3]  [4]  [5]  [6]  [7]  Very Conservative 

 

How knowledgeable to do you feel you are in relation to world events and news? 

Not knowledgeable at all  [1]  [2]  [3]  [4]  [5]  [6]  [7]  Very knowledgeable 
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How do you feel about Net Neutrality in America? 

Very positively  [1]  [2]  [3]  [4]  [5]  [6]  [7]  Very negatively 

 

How knowledgeable do you consider yourself surrounding the concept of Net Neutrality? 

Not knowledgeable at all  [1]  [2]  [3]  [4]  [5]  [6]  [7]  Very knowledgeable 

 

How knowledgeable do you consider yourself surrounding the various arguments for or against  

Net Neutrality and the upcoming vote? 

Not knowledgeable at all  [1]  [2]  [3]  [4]  [5]  [6]  [7]  Very knowledgeable 

 

Do you feel more positively or negatively about the proposed changes to Net Neutrality? 

Very positively  [1]  [2]  [3]  [4]  [5]  [6]  [7]  Very negatively 

 

Date of Birth 

(MM/YYYY) 

 

Gender 

Male 

Female 

Other/Prefer Not to Say 
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What is your race? (Check all that apply) 

American Indian or Alaska Native 

Asian (including Indian subcontinent and Philippines origin) 

Black or African American (including Africa and Afro-Caribbean origin) 

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 

Middle Eastern origin 

White 

Hispanic/Latino 

Mixed Race 

Other 

 

Religious Affiliation 

(Short Answer Text)  
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Appendix B 

Survey 2 (Conservative) 

Getting rid of Net Neutrality would help Internet Service Providers (ISPs) direct more bandwidth 

towards places that need it most, like hospitals, where information transfer can be a matter of life 

or death. 

Survey 3 (Moderate) 

Getting rid of Net Neutrality would increase competition amongst websites and help Internet 

Service Providers (ISPs) direct more bandwidth towards places that need it most, like hospitals, 

where information transfer can be a matter of life or death. However, since bandwidth would be 

limited for certain groups or individuals, it may take the website for a nonprofit organization 

much longer to load than that of a major business. 

Survey 4 (Liberal) 

Getting rid of Net Neutrality would give Internet Service Providers (ISPs) more control over 

what websites, or even individuals, have more or less bandwidth. It would be more difficult for 

small businesses or nonprofits to provide users with adequate speed to access their site. ISPs also 

would have the capacity to limit your access to websites with content they disagreed with or 

those of their competitors, making fair competition difficult.  

 

 


